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The circuit of Jerez de la Fron-
tera hosted in this weekend the
first round of the European Su-
permoto Cham  p ion ship.
S2 Race 1
After storming to his first career
pole on Saturday Marc Reiner
Schmidt (in the photo) wasted no
time in taking his place at the
head of the pack as he grabbed
the all-important holeshot to lead
from lap one, and from there
went on to record his first ever
S2 European Championship
race victory by the comfortable
margin of almost nine seconds.
Italian Yuri Guardalà started in
second place but had no answer
to the pace of Reiner Schmidt, in-
stead having to deal with the
pressure from Toni Klem who
chased the Italian all the way from flag-to-flag to come home third.
Behind the top three, the race was pretty static apart from the hard charging performance from Diego Monticelli;
the Italian started in seventh and looked content to stay there, but with three laps to go managed to move past
Mattia Martella and Fabrizio Bartolini to take a well deserved fourth position.

S2 Race 1 top ten: 1. Schmidt Marc Reiner (GER-TM) 20:33.157; 2. Guardalà Yuri (ITA-Honda) 20:41.571; 3. Klem
Toni (FIN-TM) 20:42.694; 4. Monticelli Diego (ITA-Honda) 20:48.201; 5. Bartolini Fabrizio (ITA-Honda) 20:48.238; 6.
Martella Mattia (ITA-KTM) 20:52.962; 7. Bussei Giovanni (ITA-TM) 21:12.654; 8. Llados Joan (ESP-Aprilia) 21:17.602;
9. Ciaglia Luca (ITA-Honda) 21:20.391; 10. Gimenez David (ESP-Suzuki) 21:21.746.

S2 Race 2
If you were to ask Marc Reiner Schmidt what is his favourite circuit you could almost guarantee that after today
he would say Jerez de la Frontera, because for him the opening round of the S2 European Championship will
always be remembered as the place where all his dreams came true, after recording another start-to-finish vic-
tory to claim maximum points and to stand proudly on the top step of the podium. Behind him, Toni Klem was
able to go one better and finished five seconds adrift of the new championship leader and red plate holder.
Mattia Martella rode confidently in race two to place third, an improvement on his sixth position in the first outing
after passing Fabrizio Bartolini on lap two, and capitalizing on a mistake from Yuri Guardalà who fell on lap
eight.
Fourth position belonged to Diego Monticelli who once again showed that he has the speed to pull through the
pack as he had to again as he came from seventh on the opening lap.
Fabrizio Bartolini started in fifth but moved into fourth at one thirds race distance, but with a third of the race to
go was pushed back into fifth by Monticelli.
But the day belonged to Marc Reiner Schmidt and he will heard to round two with an eight point advantage
over Klem.

European Supermoto Championship
Marc Reiner Schmidt wins the first round
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S2 Race 2 Top Ten: 1. Schmidt
Marc Reiner (GER-TM) 20:49.168;
2. Klem Toni (FIN-TM) 20:54.312; 3.
Martella Mattia (ITA-KTM)
21:08.629; 4. Monticelli Diego (ITA-
Honda) 21:09.438; 5. Bartolini Fabri-
zio (ITA-Honda) 21:09.704; 6.
Guardalà Yuri (ITA-Honda)
21:15.569; 7. Bussei Giovanni (ITA-
TM) 21:17.948; 8. Gimenez David
(ESP-Suzuki) 21:28.272; 9. Promu-
tico Lorenzo (ITA-Honda) 21:33.583;
10. Jaros Zdenek (CZE-KTM)
21:35.156.

S2 Overall Top Ten: 1. Schmidt Marc
Reiner (GER-TM) 50 points; 2. Klem
Toni (FIN-TM) 42 p.; 3. Guardalà
Yuri (ITA-Honda) 37 p.; 4. Monticelli
Diego (ITA-Honda) 36 p.; 5. Martella
Mattia (ITA-KTM) 35 p.; 6. Bartolini
Fabrizio (ITA-Honda) 32 p.; 7. Bus-
sei Giovanni (ITA-TM) 28 p.; 8. Gimenez David (ESP-Suzuki) 24 p.; 9. Ciaglia Luca (ITA-Honda) 22 p.; 10. Jaros
Zdenek (CZE-KTM) 21 p.

S2 Championship Top Ten: 1. Schmidt Marc Reiner (GER-TM) 50 points; 2. Klem Toni (FIN-TM) 42 p.; 3. Guardalà
Yuri (ITA-Honda) 37 p.; 4. Monticelli Diego (ITA-Honda) 36 p.; 5. Martella Mattia (ITA-KTM) 35 p.; 6. Bartolini Fabrizio
(ITA-Honda) 32 p.; 7. Bussei Giovanni (ITA-TM) 28 p.; 8. Gimenez David (ESP-Suzuki) 24 p.; 9. Ciaglia Luca (ITA-
Honda) 22 p.; 10. Jaros Zdenek (CZE-KTM) 21 p.

S2 Manufacturers: 1. TM 50 points; 2. Honda 40 p.; 3. KTM 35 p.; 4. Suzuki 24 p.; 5. Aprilia 20 p.; 6. Husqvarna 13
p.; 7. Yamaha 5 p.

About FIM Europe (www.fim-europe.com) - The FIM Europe (in the past UEM, Union Europèenne de Motocyclisme) includes
47 National Federations (FMNs) and 6 Regional Motorcycling Associations and is a European organization acting within its attri-
butions in all matters in relation with motorcycling activities and, as such, in domains ranging from sport, tourism, leisure, envi-
ronment, mobility, road safety, legislative affairs, protection and defence of the rights and interests of motorcycle users. As far as
motorcycle sport is concerned, the FIM Europe is the supreme and sole European authority empowered by the FIM to control
European motorcycling sport activities organized under its jurisdiction throughout Europe.The aims of FIM Europe are to develop
and promote all forms of motorcycling in Europe as well as the co-operation and friendship between its members, and notably:
to examine all questions related to the development of motorcycling in Europe; to organize European Championships and to
establish all competitions that appear beneficial subject to the prior approval of the FIM; to co-operate with the FIM in all matters
relating to the organization of international events and motorcycling in general; to organize camps and seminars for riders, officials,
coaches and administrators of various European FMNs; to support the creation and development of motorcycling activities in all
European countries; to promote the co-operation among all European FMNs; to promote motorcycling among young people,
both as sport and motorcycling in general; to encourage the use of motorcycles in European countries and to develop motorcycle
tourism; to represent the interests of motorcyclists before European authorities; to promote in the media the sport of motorcycling
and the use of motorcycles in all of Europe.
Follow us on Facebook: www.facebook.com/europeanmotorcycling
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